Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video.
Abstract submission is required before concepts are posted online.

Team Name, Concept Name, Team Lead Name:

TERRAMOVERS, mining operation video game (GOALDIGGER), Felix Enriquez
In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
The main idea is to develop an interactive video game (called GOALDIGGER), where players can learn about mining operations and related processes

such as exploration, mining, processing, and reclamation. In the video game, the players build the mining operation from scratch

using resources such as trucks, shovels, and specialized crews (maintenance crews, electrical crews, others). The video game

is completed when the players achieves the land restoration of the mining operation

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
A mining operation involves many processes that requires specialized skills and resources. Nowadays there are video games

available on the web that involves mining operations, but they create many misconceptions about mining (for instance mining
is performed with a pick and a scoop). GOALDIGGER will help the users to get involved in the various activities
developed in a mining operation, get the knowledge about the resources required (mining engineers, mechanical engineers,

electrical engineers, others)

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
The intended audience for the mining operation video game GOALDIGGER will be for the general public, 10 year old and over.

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
We expect that the video game will reach as a minimum 5,000 people with the first version. The age range

will be 10 years and over, with focus on youth population.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
The initial version will be focused on an open pit mining operation. The initial cost of this first version is expected to be

20,000 US$

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
The video game will be interactive, the first version will be in 3D and focused on open pit mining.

In order to increase popularity to the public and minimize costs, it will be an open source application
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